Well the world has definitely gone way out of
balance. That bridge that supposedly just fell
down because of all kinds of reasons that they
gave officially, it is all a lie. It didn’t fall because
the people didn’t build it well. It fell because of the
changes in the earth as a result of Nibiru,
Hashavit coming closer and closer and that is
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threatening the earth.
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Interestingly enough NASA launched a space
ship going towards the sun to find out information
about the sun which is interesting since it was announced that scientists have seen
some strange object near the sun. Obviously, they are hiding something from the
whole world. A bridge of that size built in the 1960’s could not have been dissolved so
easily. Something made it fall and it wasn’t because of negligence in the building of it.
Hashem is sending us messages. Hashem is warning us. This mini solar system that
is coming towards us is a heavenly message directly from the Creator Himself which
is that the end of the world as we know it is coming very soon. We have had divine
warnings some of them bigger and more noticeable and some of them smaller and
more discreet but these warnings have been going on for more than a century, since
World War II ended, and even before. The warnings have become increasingly more
intense and in the last year they have become undeniable. We could in the beginning
think that everything was some unusual act of nature but we can’t lie to ourselves
anymore. We are getting specific warnings in every way and the only way to survive
is to come back to Hashem completely. Unquestionably accepting the fact that He
and only He is the ruler of the world and only He can give us life eternal. So Am
Yisroel, I really suggest that you shape up and put your lives in order. You can’t
pretend to believe in Hashem because He knows everybody’s heart of hearts so I
suggest you come back totally to complete love and trust in Hashem. Accept Him as
your Creator as your everything. Accept His Torah completely and that means also in
action. Then you will have no more worries!

